The spectral flow of the hermitian Dirac-Wilson operator H(m) has been used to construct a lattice version of the index of the Dirac operator. We 
A lattice version of the index of the Dirac operator % % ∂ A = µ γ µ (∂ µ + A µ ) coupled to a gauge field A on Euclidean spacetime has arisen in the context of the overlap formulation for chiral gauge theories [1] . It is given in terms of the spectral flow of a hermitian Dirac-Wilson operator. In the continuum, index( % % ∂ A ) can be expressed as a spectral flow of the hermitian operator
(the γ µ 's are taken to be anti-hermitian so % % ∂ A is hermitian): The only eigenvalues of H A (m) which cross the origin are those corresponding to the zero-modes of % % ∂ A , which cross at m = 0 , giving [1] index( % % 
where U is the lattice gauge field, a is the lattice spacing and % % ∇ U , ∆ U are given in terms of the covariant finite difference operators However, it is also known that the spectrum of H U (m) coincides with the spectrum of −H U (8 −m) [2] , which implies that the lattice version of (2) is trivial if m 2 ≥ 8. Thus we should at least have 0 < m 2 < 8. The value arising from the overlap formalism is m 2 = 1. It is desirable to have a mathematical justification for this choice, and to see what other values of m 2 are acceptable. The purpose of this paper is to investigate this issue. We restrict our considerations to lattice gauge fields whose curvature satisfies an approximate smoothness condition:
where U(p) is the holonomy around an arbitrary plaquette p and ǫ > 0 is small (i.e. we are interested in the asymptotic situation where ǫ → 0). The mathematical justification for this condition is that the space of lattice gauge fields satisfying it split into topologically distinct sectors, reproducing the topology of the continuum gauge fields (i.e. smooth SU(N) gauge fields on the hypertorus) in the classical continuum limit [3] . There is also the physical justification that the contribution from these gauge fields dominates the functional integral in the quantum continuum limit [3] .
Throughout this paper, intuitive clarity is given a higher priority than mathematical precision. A precise formulation of the results, with detailed proofs, will be given in a separate paper [4] .
To determine the values of m at which eigenvalues of H(m) cross the origin, we investigate the possible zero-modes of H(m) 2 . A calculation using ∇
where
, and
Noting that
and similar expressions for the other commutators of the ∇ ± µ 's, the bound (6) gives
Thus ||V || can be made arbitrarily small by taking ǫ to be sufficiently small. The other terms in (7), r 2 ( ∆ − m)ψ is close to zero and ∇ µ ∇ µ ψ is likewise close to zero for each µ. Another calculation shows
and
where the hermitian operator R µ is
|| can be made arbitrarily small by taking ǫ to be sufficiently small. Thus for small ǫ , the R µ 's are close to admitting a basis of mutual eigenvectors. Using this observation, it is not difficult to show [4] that ψ has a decomposition
On the other hand, (
The approximate orthogonality of the ψ j 1 j 2 j 3 j 4 's now gives
for each ψ j 1 j 2 j 3 j 4 , which implies either
Thus for small ǫ , the existence of a zero-mode for H(m) implies m must be close to 0,2,4,6 or 8. The precise version of this result, proved in [4] , is the following: There
for all values of m for which H(m) has a zero-mode. Here m 0 is one of the numbers 0,2,4,6,8. In an appendix we present an explicit expression for f (ǫ) , taken from [4] .
This result is of interest in connection with Neuberger's overlap-Dirac operator [5] ,
The lattice version of the Dirac operator index, i.e. the lattice version of (2), is equal to minus the spectral asymmetry of H(m 2 ) , i.e. it is equal to − 1 2
This in turn is equal to index(D(m 2 )) by an index formula in [7] . The operator D(m)
satisfies the Ginsparg-Wilson relation [6] , and the corresponding lattice fermion action therefore has an exact symmetry which is a lattice-deformed version of chiral symmetry [8] . An important issue in this context is whether the spectrum of H(m) is bounded away from zero; e.g. this allows locality properties of D(m) to be established [9] ; see also [10] . Since H(m) has discrete spectrum (it acts on a finite-dimensional vectorspace), there is a bound |H(m)| ≥ δ(m) > 0 if H(m) has no zero-modes. Thus the result above shows that such a bound does in fact exist for all m ∈ {0, 2, 4, 6, 8}
when ǫ is sufficiently small. (How small ǫ needs to be depends on m.) This result has previously been derived for 0 < m < 2 in [9, 11] by somewhat different arguments.
We emphasise the importance of the (well-known) relationship (11) between the commutators of the ∇ ± µ 's and the "curvature" 1 a 2 (1 − U(p)) in deriving this result. These imply that the commutators are close to vanishing when ǫ is small, which is crucial for the argument. Without this there is no reason why the result should hold; it does not follow from general continuity arguments as has been claimed previously in the literature.
The hermitian Dirac-Wilson operator can be rewritten using (6) as
To further study the spectral flow of H ( we can assume that ψ(m) is also an approximate eigenvector for each of the R µ 's:
. If {ψ(m)} m∈R is a smooth family of such eigenvectors then r µ (m) depends smoothly on m , and is therefore independent of m since R µ has discrete spectrum, i.e. r µ (m) = r µ . Define the operators T µ by
These have the following properties:
= 0 for µ = ν , and T µ γ 5 = −γ 5 T µ . Using these and (22), we find that if R µ ψ ≈ r µ ψ then
New families of approximate eigenvectors can now be constructed from {ψ(m)} m∈R using the T µ 's: Set
for mutually distinct µ, ν, ρ ; then it follows from (24) that
1 These have proved useful in previous lattice fermion contexts, see [12] and the ref.'s therein.
where or 8; we want to keep the contribution to the spectral flow from crossings at m close to zero and exclude the contributions of the other crossings. Therefore, m 2 should be greater than the value at which the last crossing close to 0 occurs and less than the value of m at which the first crossing close to 2 occurs. This is achieved if
where f (ǫ) is the bounding function mentioned earlier (and explicitly given in the appendix).
There is also an important difference between the trivial lattice gauge field case and the situation considered here: In the former case there is no non-trivial spectral flow, i.e. for each eigenvalue crossing of the origin with ± slope at a given value of m , there is a corresponding crossing with ∓ slope. In contrast, in the present case the spectral flow can be non-trivial for arbitrarily small ǫ > 0. Consider for example the case where U is the lattice transcript of a smooth continuum gauge field with non-trivial topological charge Q. Then ǫ can be arbitrarily small after taking the lattice spacing a to be sufficiently small, but at the same time the contribution to the spectral flow of H(m) coming from crossings near m = 0 equals Q when a is small enough. 3 Since Q = index( % % ∂ A ) , this can be reformulated as saying that the lattice version of the Dirac operator index, as defined above, reduces to the continuum index in the classical continuum limit.
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Appendix.
The bounding function found in [4] is simpler bound can be obtained from the results in [9, 11] .
